
Developed from the successful Scatterbird 2,
which has for many years set the industry
standard for durability and reliability, it
incorporates many innovative features,
including the use of UV stabilised, impact
resistant polypropylene for the casing, and
improved performance whilst retaining
simple flexible controls.

A superb all-weather piece of equipment,
the Scatterbird Mark 3 provides excellent
value for money and uniquely high
performance.

The Scatterbird Mark 3 is a sturdy, purpose
built bird-scaring gas gun designed
specifically to meet the needs of the farmer.

Robust low maintenance design

Rust-proof and weatherproof

Automatic dawn start-up and 

dusk shut-off 

Reliable electronics

Uniquely effective in high winds

Simple to operate with adjustable 

firing times and interval control
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The Scatterbird Mark 3’s optional adjustable legs raise the unit
off the ground and allow the full force of the "bang" to be
heard with maximum effect. Use of the optional internal battery
is recommended to keep the wiring away from vermin and
prevent flood damage to the battery and wiring.

Simple push button controls

Optional rechargable battery
21/2-3 months between charges

The Scatterbird Mark 3 features a sophisticated, flexible, yet
simple to operate control system allowing you to programme
the frequency of the bangs and the interval between them. The
Scatterbird can be set for an automatic start at dawn and an
automatic shut-off at dusk. The bangs can be preset at precise
intervals or a random pattern can be easily selected.

Scatterbird equipment
Propane cylinder not supplied
Battery cables for external12v battery standard
Battery charger accessory
Integral rechargable 12v battery accessory
Extending steel legs accessory

Distance 5m 20m 50m 100m
Gun on legs 1300 Nm2 325 Nm2 130 Nm2 65 Nm2

Gun on ground 859 Nm2 215 Nm2 86 Nm2 43 Nm2

Measurements were taken in an open field with no appreciable wind
or reflective objects using a GA215 Castle sound level meter. 


